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English for Everyone: English Grammar Guide
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Knowledge Encyclopedia
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The Silent Patient
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The Human Brain Book: An Illustrated Guide to Its Structure, Function, and Disorders
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Oxford Dictionary of Idioms
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Jane Eyre





A poor governess, Jane Eyre, captures the heart of her enigmatic employer, Edward Rochester. Jane discovers that he has a secret that could jeopardize any hope of happiness between them. Book Excerpt m grasp my hair and my shoulder: he had closed with a desperate thing. I really saw in him a tyrant, a murderer. […]
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Don Quixote





Translated by John Ormsby. One of the earliest novels in a modern European language, one which many people consider the finest book in the Spanish language. Book Excerpt brown, spring out of the thicket with a goatherd after it, calling to it and uttering the usual cries to make it stop or turn back to […]
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Wuthering Heights





Emily Brontë’s only novel, this tale portrays Catherine and Heathcliff, their all-encompassing love for one another, and how this unresolved passion eventually destroys them both, leading Heathcliff to shun and abuse society. First published in 1847 under the pseudonym Ellis Bell, Wuthering Heights is considered to be a classic of English literature.
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Healing Her Heart





Crystal Lake Series Book 1 Dr. Gabe Allen has a rule about dating colleagues but when he meets ER nurse Larissa Brockman he’s tempted to break his vow. Larissa’s faith draws him back to the church he’d left behind, but when their lives are on the line Gabe discovers that Larissa is the one who […]
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The Unveiling





Book One (Age of Faith 1) 12th century England: Two men vie for the throne: King Stephen the usurper and young Duke Henry the rightful heir. Amid civil and private wars, alliances are forged, loyalties are betrayed, families are divided, and marriages are made. For four years, Lady Annyn Bretanne has trained at arms with […]
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